
 
 

 
 
 

	

PURCHASING COORDINATOR 

 
PROGRESSION OF SUPERVISORS: Purchasing Supervisor, CFO, CEO, President/Owner. 
 
JOB SUMMARY:  
Effectively execute the tactical day-to-day procurement and related planning and monitoring activities under 
the close guidance and support of  the Purchasing Supervisor and company leadership.  Develop and maintain 
a broad understanding of  the company’s core materials and services that require sourcing. Assist with research 
to maintain awareness of  industry trends, risks and opportunities impacting key suppliers and their supply, 
lead times and costs. Cultivate relationships with counterparts at vendors to facilitate day-to-day tactical 
execution.  Develop expertise in using the Picas Puchasing module functionality including the basic look-up 
tools, data entry screens and reports required.  Proactively monitor, analyze and communicate status of  
material inflows, outflows and inventory levels that support the organization. Obtain quotes and/or pricing 
information from vendors from multiple sources where possible.  Coordinate with Supervisor on evaluation 
and making sourcing decisions.  Create and issue purchase orders as directed and follow-up to ensure vendor 
adherence to Four Star standards for delivery timing, quantity, price and quality. 
 
INDIVIDUAL	ATTRIBUTE	IDEALS:	
1. Act	 with	 Integrity	 –	 doing	 the	 right	 thing	 with	 honor,	 even	 when	 no	 one	 is	 looking	 or	 the	

consequences	are	costly,	focused	on	what’s	best	for	our	company	and	customers.	
2. Model	 Humble	 Confidence	 and	 Courageous	 Character	 –	 maintain	 a	 positive	 attitude	 with	 a	

foundation	of	humility	and	empathy	while	acting	with	clarity	of	vision,	strength	and	confidence.	
3. Relate	Authentically	–	connect	with	others,	listen	to	understand,	communicate	with	unwavering	

candor,	honesty,	discretion	and	respect	for	all.	
4. Operate	Transparently	–	be	proactively	open	and	honest,	lead	by	offering	complete	visibility	into	

successes,	failures	and	challenges	that	are	encountered	each	day.	
5. Embody	 Teamwork	 –	 embrace	 and	 foster	 a	 collaborative	 culture,	 share	 ideas,	 engage	 in	

constructive	debate,	give	and	expect	mutual	support,	celebrate	wins	together.	
6. Exemplify	Accountability	–	measure	myself	by	the	highest	standards	of	integrity,	responsibility	

and	performance,	as	if	I	was	the	Owner	of	Four	Star.	
7. Innovate	Relentlessly	–	welcome	change,	make	time	to	learn,	think	differently,	try	out	new	ideas,	

take	risks,	learn	from	mistakes,	simplify	complexity,	be	persistent,	find	ways	to	make	something	
better,	today!	

 
ESSENTIAL	SKILLS:	
1. Communicate	effectively	with	individuals	at	all	levels	internally	and	externally.	
2. Work	well	 independently	on	routine	 tasks	and	assignments	but	also	collaborate	closely	with	

Supervisor	and	on	cross-functional	team	projects.	
3. Organize	day-to-day	work	responsibilities	in	a	highly	structured	manner	to	fit	priorities,	adapt	

to	changes,	overcome	obstacles	and	achieve	goals.	
4. Demonstrate	a	technology-orientation	and	basic	 level	of	competence	working	with	computer	

applications	 including	Microsoft	Office	programs	(MS	Excel,	Word,	Outlook,	Teams)	and	ERP	
systems.	



 
 

 
 
 

	

5. Possess	a	basic	knowledge	of	business	processes	interfacing	with	the	Purchasing	function	(Sales,	
Operations,	Receiving,	Accounts	Payable).			

6. Function	at	an	intermediate	or	higher	skill	level	working	in	Microsoft	Excel	including	creating	
spreadsheets,	 downloading	 data,	 using	 formulas,	 creating	 views,	 linking	 to	 data	 sources,	
filtering,	sorting	and	manipulating	large	amounts	of	data	through	lookup	functions	and	tools,	
pivot	tables,	setting	up	formatting	and	securing	workbook	files.	

7. Perform	at	a	high	level	in	multi-tasking,	adapting	to	change,	follow-up,	delivering	on	deadlines	
and	commitments.	

 
ESSENTIAL	FUNCTIONS:	
1. Utilize	Four	Star’s	Picas	purchasing	module	to	monitor	and	report	on	inventory	activity	and	

vendor	issues.	
2. Download	data	to	Excel	spreadsheets,	review	and	analyze,	identify	trend	and	potential	issues	

with	inventory	including	shortages,	excess,	obsolescence,	etc.	and	report	to	Supervisor	and	
appropriate	departmental	staff.	

3. Obtain	competitive	quotes	and	bids	as	appropriate	to	benchmark	and	support	vendor	
selection.	

4. Ensure	compliance	with	company	purchase	authorization	standards.	
5. Create	and	disseminate	purchase	orders	and	supporting	documents	to	vendors.	
6. Coordinate	with	Vendors	to	track	delivery	performance	and	communicate	status	updates	as	

needed	to	organization.	
7. Lead	 process	 to	 investigate	 and	 resolve	 discrepancies	 (price,	 quantity,	 quality,	 delivery)	

between	purchase	order	vs.	receiver	vs.	Vendor’s	invoice.		Collaborate	with	Vendor	personnel	
and	internal	staff	(Receiving	and	Accounts	Payable)	functions	to	ensure	full	issue	resolution	or	
escalate	to	Supervisor	for	additional	support.	

8. Work	with	Accounting	Manager	to	develop	and	maintain	understanding	of	chart	of	accounts	
for	accurate	up-front	account/cost	center	coding	on	purchase	order	line	items.		Ensure	Picas	
system	default	codes	on	material	purchases	are	accurate	and	up	to	date.	

9. Periodically	review	Open	P.O.'s	that	have	no	further	spend	and	close	out	in	Picas.	
10. Facilitate	and	support	regular	cycle/physical	counts	with	other	staff	of	materials	to	validate	

Picas	perpetual	inventory	metrics	for	accuracy.	
11. Collaborate	actively	with	Supervisor,	peers	and	staff	on	special	projects	as	assigned.	
12. Continuously	monitor	processes/procedures	within	the	department	to	identify	and	support	

development	of	process	improvements.	
13. Deliver	high	standards	of	work	performance	by:	

• Demonstrate	personal	organization	
• Take	ownership	of	core	responsibilities	
• Follow-through	on	assignments	
• Complete	work	by	deadlines	
• Provide	clear	and	thorough	analysis	
• Document	assumptions	on	recommendations	and	decisions	
• Communicate	proactively	and	effectively	
• Prioritize	workload	with	flexibility	



 
 

 
 
 

	

• Maintain	a	collaborative,	can-do,	positive	attitude.	
	
QUALIFICATIONS:	
1. Minimum	High	 School	 Diploma,	 Prefer	 college	 degree	 in	 Purchasing,	 Supply	 Chain	 or	 other	

business	function.	
2. 2+	 years	 in	 Business	 Environment.	 	 Preference	 for	 experience	 in	 inventory	 or	 purchasing	

functions.	
 
PHYSICAL ASPECTS: 
1. Work full time on site at Four Star headquarters in Carleton, MI. 
2. Extensive utilization of  computer with typing on keyboard and use of  mouse. 
3. Periodic travel between buildings on campus. 
 


